Validated Integration

Your Excel Interface for Oracle

Oracle E-Business Suite

Data Loading Solutions
for Oracle EBS
Combine the Power of Excel and Oracle to Release
Talented Staff from Repetitive Data Entry Tasks
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Key Functional Areas
Imagine…

By More4apps

•

A single Excel spreadsheet solution

•

A secure and trusted integrated product

•

More time to review data to drive better decisions

•

Easy access to Oracle ERP data

•

The ability to automate data manipulation in mass

•

•

Quick response to requests or changes

Empowering your teams with self-service
capabilities

Projects
Finance
Procure to Pay

How does More4apps stack up
against the competition?
Streamline your tasks in Oracle EBS with simple yet powerful Excel-based solutions,
achieving significant time and cost savings.

Transform the way you work with
Oracle EBS, an out-of-the-box, single
spreadsheet solution
Data is at the core of your business and without the
right tools in place, you’re at risk for inefficiencies,
inaccuracies, and dependencies on other resources.
There is a better way.

More4apps: The Best of Both Worlds

More4apps offers a secure, integrated connection
to your live Oracle E-Business Suite or Oracle Fusion
Cloud ERP data and ensures the accuracy of your data
loading and analysis, all through an Excel interface.

Download data
from Oracle
via secure
connection

Our solutions empower end users by
providing ownership of the entire data
loading process. No familiarity or training
needed of data interface mechanisms, as
More4apps products seamlessly connect
and integrate with Oracle EBS and Oracle
Fusion Cloud ERP.
Upload data
with real-time
validation to
Oracle

“Massive time saving, it now takes two days to
complete tasks that took over two weeks.”
- Toyota Boshoku

Human Resources
Order to Cash
System Administration

Oracle
Forms

Inventory
Development Platform
Product Definition

ADI/
WebADI

Data
Loader

Designed for End Users
Completely Supports Mass
Data Entry
Sheet Data Entry
User Data Entry Forms
User Customizable Layout
Realtime Data Validation
Form/Sheet Error Feedback
Handles Patches and
Upgrades With Ease
Download Existing Data
Objects without Limitations
Robust and Stable
Free From Development &
Internal Support

Single Spreadsheet = Game Changer

Download ERP data into Excel spreadsheets
Find and fix errors
Validate data
Upload data back into Oracle
Carry on with your day!

Conduct real-time pre-validation checks
and upload data back into Oracle via the
Public Interfaces and APIs

See it in action!
Go to www.more4apps.com to see a demo

Investing in the More4apps EBS Toolbox or Fusion Cloud ERP Toolbox
offers many benefits to key business stakeholders:
Senior Management benefits:
• Decision making is supported by highly reliable, accurate data
• Improved efficiency within the data entry team, meaning
reduced costs in terms of headcount
• Faster processing times for important business
operating procedures
• Improved return on investment from Oracle
IT Team benefits:
• Releases IT specialist’s time to provide support with more
technical tasks
• Enables stakeholders to better utilize Oracle systems, meaning
fewer queries to IT Team
• Positively impacts data quality, governance and security
• Improves audit quality across the comapny

Management benefits:
• Reduces the amount of time spent on routine data processing,
releasing more time for other important work to be completed
• Improves accuracy and offers the ability to easily detect and
resolve data quality issues and errors
• Improves audit trail
• Allows employees to spend more time analyzing data
and taking appropriate action, rather than being focused
only on data entry
End User benefits:
• Enables users to complete their data inputting work more
quickly and easily, using a familiar program
• Removes the need to work with Oracle forms which are not
user-friendly or designed for mass data entry
• Easier to detect and amend errors or omissions in the data

Why More4apps?
More4apps has been a trusted Oracle partner for
over 20 years. With 34,000 global users, they are a
market leader in Oracle ERP spreadsheet loading tools.
More4apps specialize in software products that have
been designed to help Oracle end users upload and
download data.

More4apps strives to ensure their software is
compatible with the latest versions of Microsoft and
Oracle. The products are quick to install and easy to use.
An experienced support team is available to assist with
technical or functional issues relating to More4apps
products or Oracle systems.

Efficiency

Accuracy

Save time by pasting data from existing sheets into

Less manual data entry means better accuracy and

the More4apps interface for Oracle.

more meaningful information for your organization.

Productivity

Security

Simple changes in business processes can deliver

Utilizing Oracle’s secure web services and user

significant gains in productivity and capability.

authentication for uploads and downloads.

Quick to Implement

Ongoing Support

Tools that work straight out of the box with a familiar

More4apps class-leading support team solve issues

Excel user interface.

and manage customization requests in record time.

450+

34,000+

47

21

Organizations

Users

User-friendly Tools

Years

doing better business

working with smarter data
processes

making Oracle ERP work
for you

of Oracle partnership

Experience the confidence that More4apps will give you and your team.

Request a demo today!
www.more4apps.com | info@more4apps.com

